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ESG Risk General Disclosure 

The Funds will seek to exclude holdings deemed inconsistent with applicable ESG factors. As a 
result, the universe of investments available to the Fund will be more limited than other Funds that 
do not apply such factors. In applying the ESG factors, the Fund will be precluded from purchasing, 
or required to sell, certain investments that otherwise meet its objective and strategy and that 
might otherwise be advantageous to hold. The application of the ESG factors could result in 
performance that is better or worse than the performance of a similar fund, depending on the 
performance of the excluded investments and the investments included in place of such excluded 
investments. The Fund’s ESG factors may effectively accommodate the requirements of certain 
Fund investors but not others and may be more or less restrictive than a particular Fund investor 
might otherwise prefer. 

In addition to each Funds’ investment policies and restrictions, the Investment Manager may adopt 
certain additional internal investment criteria which may further restrict Fund investments, such as 
internal Investment Manager policies limiting or prohibiting investments in businesses that engage 
in certain types of weapons manufacturing, natural resource activities or are identified as failing to 
meet certain criteria put forth by the United Nations or other global organizations (including 
“sanctions” lists). 

Although ESG risks and other ESG factors are taken into account as part of the investment process 
for the Funds categorized under Article 6 (“Article 6 Funds”) with respect to the Sustainable 
Finance Disclosure Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 (“SFDR”), the Investment Manager cannot currently 
consistently evaluate the adverse impacts of investment decisions made on a uniform set of 
sustainability factors with respect to the Article 6 Funds for the purposes of SFDR, given that the 
regulatory environment in which the Investment Manager is operating is evolving, with guidance 
from competent authorities still developing regarding how ESG factors and their adverse impacts 
are defined and evaluated. The Investment Manager will keep its approach to this matter under 
review. 


